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Basal area is defined as the over-bark bole surface area at its diameter point of 
measure, typically breast height (DBH) at the international standard of 1.3 meters.
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Relaskops invented by Bitterlich which are 
expensive and require training to use;

Angle gauges which, though inexpensive and 
easy-to-use, apply only to a handful of BAFs; 

Moderately priced and easy-to-use wedge 
prisms/prism lenses manufactured by Foster 
Forestry with 1-24 metric BAFs to apply to 
global forest types and also to employ the 
“big BAF” method.  
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FORESTRY INSTRUMENTS ENABLING IDENTIFICATION OF “IN,” “OUT,” 
OR “BORDERLINE” TREES FROM A SAMPLING POINT INCLUDE:

The largest 1% of trees (≥30-60 cm DBH) in naturally-regenerated 
boreal, temperate and tropical forests contribute disproportionately 
25-50% of total tree biomass as a logarithmic power-law function 
(Lutz et al., 2018)2. Prism cruising, with sampling probability 
proportional to bole size, can best capture these large trees. 

Tree species determination for wood densities can improve 
biomass calculation by 10+%4.  Ground-truth inventories 
will be necessary for species determination (and basal area 
measurement) even with remote sensing advancements for 
canopy heights5.

Tree heights can improve biomass calculation by 13+%6. To 
reduce the time cost of ground-based tree height collection, the 
“big BAF” method developed by Marshall et al., 20047 involves 
using a small BAF for measuring DBHs called Total Count (TC) 
and a large BAF for measuring both DBHs and heights to 
develop a biomass Value to Basal Area Ratio (VBAR).

Sampling point dimensions fluctuate over time due to both 
tree mortality and also in-growth from small trees. McTague 
(2010)3 developed a mathematical solution (based on one-time 
measurements of bole distances) so that prism cruising may 
be used repeatedly at permanent points over time.  
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PRISM POINTS
Sampling probability 
proportional to bole size

FIXED AREA PLOTS
Sampling probability 
proportional to bole density

Foster Forestry encourages prism cruising for accurate (true), 
precise (invariate) and inexpensive (quick) carbon stock/emission 

factor measurement due to four (4) recent findings:
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Prism cruising is 25-50% more time efficient 
than fixed and nested plot sampling, without 
any accuracy or precision penalties, and is 

widely recommended for measuring tree basal 
area and its derivates of biomass and volume9. 

Angle count, Bitterlich, horizontal point, prism cruising and variable sampling all refer to the same forest inventory technique invented by 
Austrian forester Walter Bitterlich in 1946 and introduced to North America by Lew Grosenbaugh in 19521. Prism cruising projects an angle 
of inclusion from a sampling point to determine whether a tree is ‘in,’ ‘out,’ or ‘borderline’ based on the tree’s basal area and its proximity 
to the sampling point as shown by the diagram of three (3) trees.  Basal area for a forest on an area basis (m2/ha) can be quickly estimated 
by multiplying the number of ‘in’ trees by the prism basal area factor (BAF).

To confirm ‘in’ trees and resolve the status of ‘borderline’ trees use the equations below:

(ia)PRFTC                        (ib)PRFTf                                -0.005    (ii)Di       (d *PRFTC,TF) 

Where BAF is prism basal area factor, PRF is plot radius factor either for tree center (TC) or tree face 
(TF), d is tree diameter in centimeters, and Dl is limiting distance in meters.  If measured distance from 
prism sampling point (via open reel fiberglass tape or ultrasound rangefinder) to tree center or tree face 
limiting distance then that tree is ‘in.’

where BA is basal area in m2 
and d is tree diameter in cmBA=    * d2
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